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The Routledge Course in Japanese Translation
brings together for the first time material dedicated to
the theory and practice of translation to and from
Japanese. This one semester advanced course in
Japanese translation is designed to raise awareness
of the many considerations that must be taken into
account when translating a text. As students
progress through the course they will acquire various
tools to deal with the common problems typically
involved in the practice of translation. Particular
attention is paid to the structural differences between
Japanese and English and to cross-cultural
dissimilarities in stylistics. Essential theory and
information on the translation process are provided
as well as abundant practical tasks. The Routledge
Course in Japanese Translation is essential reading
for all serious students of Japanese at both
undergraduate and postgraduate level.
From 1946 to 1994, Sky & Telescope magazine
featured a column called Deep-Sky Wonders, in
which amateur astronomer Walter Scott "Scotty"
Houston captured the wonder and delight of
exploring the farthest reaches of the deep sky. In this
book, Sky & Telescope contributing editor Stephen
James O'Meara presents a month-by-month
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selection of Scotty's columns along with insightful
observations and warm recollections of his time with
Scotty. More than a field guide, Deep Sky Wonders
is the work of a man who was a major influence on
the development of amateur astronomy for nearly
half a century.
This catalog of dounle stars is among the most
comprehensive ever printed. With over 2,100 star
pairings listed with coordinates, color, and interesting
information about every pair, Double Stars for Small
Telescopes is an essential addition to the library of
every astronomy enthusiast. 248 pages, 8 1/2 x 11
invhes, softcover.
Galaxies - the Milky Way's siblings - offer a
surprising variety of forms and colours. Displaying
symmetrical spiral arms, glowing red nebulae or
diffuse halos, even the image of a galaxy can reveal
much about its construction. All galaxies consist of
gas, dust and stars, but the effects of gravity, dark
matter and the interaction of star formation and
stellar explosions all influence their appearances.
This volume showcases more than 250 of the most
beautiful galaxies within an amateur's reach and
uses them to explain current astrophysical research.
It features fantastic photographs, unique insights into
our knowledge, tips on astrophotography and
essential facts and figures based on the latest
science. From the Andromeda Galaxy to galaxy
clusters and gravitational lenses, the nature of
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galaxies is revealed through these stunning amateur
photographs. This well illustrated reference atlas
deserves a place on the bookshelves of
astronomical imagers, observers and armchair
enthusiasts.
Edward Emerson Barnard's Photographic Atlas of
Selected Regions of the Milky Way was originally
published in two volumes in 1927. Together these
volumes contained a wealth of information, including
photographic plates of the most interesting portions
of the Milky Way, descriptive text, charts, and data.
Only 700 copies were printed, making the original
edition a collector's item. Reproduced in print for the
first time, this edition combines both volumes of
Barnard's Atlas. It directly replicates Barnard's text,
and contains high resolution images of the original
photographic plates and charts, reordered so that
they can be seen together. It also includes a
biography of Barnard and his work, a Foreword and
Addendum by Gerald Orin Dobek describing the
importance of the Atlas and additions to this volume,
and a pull-out section with a mosaic of all 50 plates
combined in a single panorama.
The Cambridge Double Star Atlas is back! It is the
first and only atlas of physical double stars that can
be viewed with amateur astronomical instruments.
Completely rewritten, this new edition explains the
latest research into double stars, and looks at the
equipment, techniques and opportunities that will
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enable you to discover, observe and measure them.
The target list has been completely revised and
extended to 2500 binary or multiple systems. Each
system is described with the most recent and
accurate data from the authoritative Washington
Double Star Catalog, including the HD and SAO
numbers that are most useful in our digital age.
Hundreds of remarks explain the attributes of local,
rapidly changing, often measured or known orbital
systems. The color atlas charts by Wil Tirion have
been updated to help you easily find and identify the
target systems, as well as other deep-sky objects.
This is an essential reference for double star
observers.
This classic star atlas is ideal for both beginning
astronomers and more experienced observers
worldwide. The clear, full-color maps show stars,
clusters and galaxies visible with binoculars or a
small telescope. The atlas also features constellation
boundaries and the Milky Way, and lists objects that
are interesting to observe. This new edition features
a clearer map of the Moon's surface, showing craters
and features; a second Moon map, mirror reversed
for users of telescopes with star diagonals;
enhanced index charts showing the constellations
more clearly; and a new data table listing stars
hosting planetary systems. It is now spiral bound,
making it ideal for use at the telescope.
This all-purpose star atlas is the first of its kind
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devoted to observing the Herschel objects with
binoculars and telescopes. It displays over 2500 of
the most visually attractive star clusters, nebulae and
galaxies that were discovered by Sir William,
Caroline and Sir John Herschel. Covering the entire
sky from the North to the South Celestial Pole, and
showing all 88 constellations, it is also a general sky
atlas showing variable, double and multiple stars,
and the Milky Way. Written by experienced observer
James Mullaney and illustrated by renowned
celestial cartographer Wil Tirion, this is a magnificent
'celestial roadmap' to some of the finest deep-sky
showpieces. Spiral bound and printed in red-light
friendly colors for use at a telescope, with colorcoded symbols for easy recognition and
identification, this is a must-have observing
reference for all amateur observers. Additional
resources, including a target list ordered by Herschel
designation, are available to download from
www.cambridge.org/9780521138178.
Casual stargazers are familiar with many classical figures and
asterisms composed of bright stars (e.g., Orion and the
Plough), but this book reveals not just the constellations of
today but those of yesteryear. The history of the human
identification of constellations among the stars is explored
through the stories of some influential celestial cartographers
whose works determined whether new inventions survived.
The history of how the modern set of 88 constellations was
defined by the professional astronomy community is
recounted, explaining how the constellations described in the
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book became permanently “extinct.” Dr. Barentine addresses
why some figures were tried and discarded, and also directs
observers to how those figures can still be picked out on a
clear night if one knows where to look. These lost
constellations are described in great detail using historical
references, enabling observers to rediscover them on their
own surveys of the sky. Treatment of the obsolete
constellations as extant features of the night sky adds a new
dimension to stargazing that merges history with the
accessibility and immediacy of the night sky.
Completely revised and updated, this new edition provides a
readable, beautifully illustrated journey through world cultures
and the vibrant array of sky mythology, creation stories,
models of the universe, temples and skyscrapers that each
culture has created to celebrate and respond to the power of
the night sky. Sections on the archaeoastronomy of South
Asia and South East Asia have been expanded, with original
photography and new research on temple alignments in
Southern India, and new material describing the astronomical
practices of Indonesia, Malaysia and other Southeast Asian
countries. Beautiful photographs of temples in India and Asia
have been added, as well as new diagrams explaining the
alignment of these structures and the astronomical
underpinnings of temples within the Pallava and Chola
cultures. From new fieldwork in the Four Corners region of
North America, Dr. Penprase has included accounts of
Pueblo skywatching and photographs of ceremonial kivas
that help elucidate the rich astronomical knowledge of the
Pueblo people. The popular “Archaeoastronomy of
Skyscrapers” section of the book has been updated as well,
with new interpretations of skyscrapers in Indonesia, Taiwan
and China.With the rapid pace of discovery in astronomy and
astrophysics, entirely new perspectives are emerging about
dark matter, inflation and the future of the universe. The
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Power of Stars puts these discoveries in context and
describes how they fit into the modern perspective of
cosmology, which has arisen from the universal human
response to the sky that has inspired both ancient and
modern cultures.
The Photographic Atlas of the Stars contains 50, high-quality
full color photographs of the entire night sky of the northern
and southern hemispheres. Each plate is accompanied by a
star map of the identical area, which identifies the main stars
of the constituent constellations as well as other interesting
astronomical objects. In addition to this detail, Sir Patrick
Moore has written a commentary for each plate that highlights
the stars and objects of interest to observers equipped with
binoculars and that includes detailed tabular information on
astronomical objects of the region. The resulting double-page
spread provides an invaluable reference for the amateur
astronomer, detailing the constellations and other heavenly
bodies of interest that are observable with the naked eye,
binoculars, or a small telescope.
Throughout the ages, comets, enigmatic and beautiful
wandering objects that appear for weeks or months, have
alternately fascinated and terrified humankind. The result of
five years of careful research, Atlas of Great Comets is a
generously illustrated reference on thirty of the greatest
comets that have been witnessed and documented since the
Middle Ages. Special attention is given to the cultural and
scientific impact of each appearance, supported by a wealth
of images, from woodcuts, engravings, historical paintings
and artifacts, to a showcase of the best astronomical photos
and images. Following the introduction, giving the broad
historical context and a modern scientific interpretation, the
Great Comets feature in chronological order. For each, there
is a contemporary description of its appearance along with its
scientific, cultural and historical significance. Whether you are
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an armchair astronomer or a seasoned comet-chaser, this
spectacular reference deserves a place on your shelf.
The ninth edition of Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion's famous guide
to the night sky is updated with planet positions and
forthcoming eclipses to the end of the year 2017. It contains
twelve chapters describing the main sights visible in each
month of the year, providing an easy-to-use companion for
anyone wanting to identify prominent stars, constellations,
star clusters, nebulae and galaxies; to watch out for meteor
showers ('shooting stars'); or to follow the movements of the
four brightest planets, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Most
of the sights described are visible to the naked eye and all
are within reach of binoculars or a small telescope. This
revised and updated edition includes sections on observing
the Moon and the planets, with a comprehensive Moon map.
The Monthly Sky Guide offers a clear and simple introduction
to the skies of the northern hemisphere for beginners of all
ages.
The interstellarum Deep Sky Atlas set a new high standard
for modern celestial cartography. The same team now
presents the interstellarum Deep Sky Guide, its unique
observing companion. Taking an intuitive visual approach, for
each spread of the Atlas, the Guide focuses on carefully
selected objects, either as colored composite POSS plates or
through the authors' own eyepiece sketches. They allow you
to estimate the visibility of features in the telescope while
planning observations. Stars and other objects in the vicinity
are highlighted, so they also serve as finder charts at night.
An index map on each spread allows you to quickly find each
object's location in the Atlas. The interstellarum Deep Sky
Guide takes all the hassle out of preparing for observing
sessions - there's no need to print star charts or photos.
Simply grab your Atlas and your Guide, and go observe!
Provides background information on stars, constellations, and
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other celestial phenomena, and depicts the major
constellations, with overlays pointing out the most noteworthy
stars.
Featuring detailed commented spectral profiles of more than
one hundred astronomical objects, in colour, this spectral
guide documents most of the important and spectroscopically
observable objects accessible using typical amateur
equipment. It allows you to read and interpret the recorded
spectra of the main stellar classes, as well as most of the
steps from protostars through to the final stages of stellar
evolution as planetary nebulae, white dwarfs or the different
types of supernovae. It also presents integrated spectra of
stellar clusters, galaxies and quasars, and the reference
spectra of some terrestrial light sources, for calibration
purposes. Whether used as the principal reference for
comparing with your recorded spectra or for inspiring
independent observing projects, this atlas provides a
breathtaking view into our Universe's past. The atlas is
accompanied and supplemented by Spectroscopy for
Amateur Astronomers, which explains in detail the methods
for recording, processing, analysing and interpreting your
spectra.
Atlas over de vigtigste galakser og nebuloser, som kan ses i
teleskop af amatørastronomer.
The touchstone for contemporary stargazers. This classic,
groundbreaking guide has been the go-to field guide for both
beginning and experienced amateur astronomers for nearly
30 years. The fourth edition brings Terence Dickinson and
Alan Dyer's invaluable manual completely up-to-date. Setting
a new standard for astronomy guides, it will serve as the
touchstone for the next generation of stargazers as well as
longtime devotees. Technology and astronomical
understanding are evolving at a breathtaking clip, and to
reflect the latest information about observing techniques and
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equipment, this massively revised and expanded edition has
been completely rebuilt (an additional 48 pages brings the
page count to 416). Illustrated throughout with all-new
photographs and star charts, this edition boasts a refreshed
design and features five brand-new chapters, including three
essential essays on binocular, telescope and Moon tours by
renowned astronomy writer Ken Hewitt-White. With new
content on naked-eye sky sights, LED lighting technology,
WiFi-enabled telescopes and the latest advances in
binoculars, telescopes and other astronomical gear, the
fourth edition of The Backyard Astronomer's Guide is sure to
become an indispensable reference for all levels of
stargazers. New techniques for observing the Sun, the Moon
and solar and lunar eclipses are an especially timely addition,
given the upcoming solar eclipses in 2023 and 2024.
Rounding out these impressive offerings are new sections on
dark sky reserves, astro-tourism, modern astrophotography
and cellphone astrophotography, making this book an
enduring must-have guide for anyone looking to improve his
or her astronomical viewing experience. The Backyard
Astronomer's Guide also features a foreword by Dr. Sara
Seager, a Canadian-American astrophysicist and planetary
scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and an
internationally recognized expert in the search for exoplanets.
Using the latest methods in digital photography and image
processing, The Cambridge Photographic Star Atlas presents
the whole sky through large-scale photographic images with
corresponding charts. Each double-page spread shows a
section of the night sky and is accompanied by an inverted
chart highlighting and naming double stars, variable stars,
open clusters, galactic and planetary nebulae, globular
clusters, and galaxies. The 82 large-scale charts, with a scale
of 1° per cm, identify over 1500 deep-sky objects and 2500
stars. Providing a giant mosaic of the entire sky, this unique
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atlas is unparalleled in detail and completeness, making it
indispensable for visual observers and astrophotographers.
The Cambridge Photographic Star AtlasCambridge University
Press
The Cambridge Star Atlas covers the entire sky, both
northern and southern latitudes, in an attractive format that is
suitable for beginners and experienced astronomical
observers. There is a series of monthly sky charts, followed
by an atlas of the whole sky, arranged in 20 overlapping
charts. Each chart shows stars down to magnitude 6.5,
together with about 900 non-stellar objects, such as clusters
and galaxies, which can be seen with binoculars or a small
telescope. There is a comprehensive map of the Moon's
surface, showing craters and other named features. Wil Tirion
is the world's foremost artist and designer of astronomical
maps. For this edition he has devised improved versions of
the monthly charts and added all-sky charts, and the text has
been completely revised. In this improved and expanded
format, The Cambridge Star Atlas is an ideal reference atlas
for sky watchers everywhere.
While there are guides to the visible sky, this is the first book
to encompass the most important stars known in the universe
at a level accessible to the layperson. The noted astronomer
James Kaler takes us on a tour of the 100 most interesting
stars, describing their characteristics and importance in words
and vivid pictures. James B. Kaler is an internationally
recognized expert on stars and their formation. A professor of
astronomy at the University of Illinois, he is the author of
"Stars and Their Spectra" (Cambridge), "Stars"
(Freeman/Scientific American Library), "Cosmic Clouds"
(Freeman/Scientific American Library), and numerous articles
for popular and professional astronomy magazines.
This volume is a comprehensive reference work on the life,
labors, and influence of the great evolutionist Charles Darwin.
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With more than sixty essays written by an international group
representing the leading scholars in the field, this is the
definitive work on Darwin. It covers the background to
Darwin's discovery of the theory of evolution through natural
selection, the work he produced and his contemporaries'
reactions to it, and evaluates his influence on science in the
150 years since the publication of Origin of Species. It also
explores the implications of Darwin's discoveries in religion,
politics, gender, literature, culture, philosophy, and medicine,
critically evaluating Darwin's legacy. Fully illustrated and
clearly written, it is suitable for scholars and students as well
as the general reader. The wealth of information it provides
about the history of evolutionary thought makes it a crucial
resource for understanding the controversies that surround
evolution today.
'... (the book) conveys the enthusiasm and excitement of the
authors even at the potential of an astronomical discovery, a
lot of advice is useful, and it would certainly encourage and
help anyone to have a go at astronomical photography.'
Astronomy Now

This book presents the proceedings of the IVth
Azores International Advanced School in Space
Sciences entitled "Asteroseismology and
Exoplanets: Listening to the Stars and Searching for
New Worlds". The school addressed the topics at the
forefront of scientific research being conducted in the
fields of asteroseismology and exoplanetary science,
two fields of modern astrophysics that share many
synergies and resources. These proceedings
comprise the contributions from 18 invited lecturers,
including both monographic presentations and a
number of hands-on tutorials.
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Featuring 388 high-resolution photographs and
concise descriptions of the Moon's topography, this
atlas is an indispensable guide for amateur
astronomers and astrophotographers.
Provides information about the moon, star charts
and monthly sky maps covering that which is visible
each month in different hemispheres.
DIVInformative, profusely illustrated guide to locating
and identifying craters, rills, seas, mountains, other
lunar features. Newly revised and updated with
special section of new photos. Over 100 photos and
diagrams. /div
Advances in processing methods are not only
improving the quality and yield of lubricant base
stocks, they are also reducing the dependence on
more expensive crude oil starting materials. Process
Chemistry of Lubricant Base Stocks provides a
comprehensive understanding of the chemistry
behind the processes involved in petroleum base
stock production from crude oil fractions. This book
examines hydroprocessing technologies that, driven
by the demand for higher performance in finished
lubricants, have transformed processing treatments
throughout the industry. The author relates the
properties of base stocks to their chemical
composition and describes the process steps used in
their manufacture. The book highlights catalytic
processes, including hydrocracking, hydrofinishing,
and catalytic dewaxing. It also covers traditional
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solvent-based separation methods used to remove
impurities, enhance performance, and improve
oxidation resistance. The final chapters discuss the
production of Food Grade white oils and paraffins
and the gas-to-liquids processes used to produce
highly paraffinic base stocks via Fischer-Tropsch
chemistry. Process Chemistry of Lubricant Base
Stocks provides historical and conceptual
background to the technologies used to make base
stocks, thorough references, and a unique emphasis
on chemical, not just engineering, aspects of
lubricant processing—making this book an ideal and
practical reference for scientists across a wide range
of disciplines.
Somatotyping is a method of description and
assessment of the body on three shape and
composition scales: endomorphy (relative fatness),
mesomorphy (relative musculoskeletal robustness),
and ectomorphy (relative linearity). This book (the
first major account of the field for thirty years)
presents a comprehensive history of somatotyping,
beginning with W. J. Sheldon's introduction of the
method in 1940. The controversies regarding the
validity of Sheldon's method are described, as are
the various attempts to modify the technique,
particularly the Heath-Carter method, which has
come into widespread use. The book reviews
present knowledge of somatotypes around the world,
how they change with growth, ageing and exercise,
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and the contributions of genetics and environment to
the rating. Also reviewed are the relationships
between somatotypes and sport, physical
performance, health and behaviour. Students and
research workers in human biology, physical and
biological anthropology and physical education will
all find valuable information in this book.
Includes a detailed map of the near side of the
Moon.
A beautifully illustrated reference providing
fascinating insights into the hidden world of the
seafloor using the latest deep-sea imaging.
Perfect for experienced stargazers and beginners alike,
Sky & Telescope's Pocket Sky Atlas will have you
exploring the heavens in no time! Sky & Telescope's
celestial atlases are the standard by which all other star
atlases have been judged for a half century. Now we've
raised the bar again with our Pocket Sky Atlas - Jumbo
Edition. There has never been such a wonderfully
detailed atlas so handy to take on trips and use at the
telescope, thanks to its user-friendly size, convenient
spiral-bound design, and easy-to-read labels. The charts
show both constellation boundaries and stick figures to
help you find your way. Features of this atlas: More than
30,000 stars individually sized according to their relative
brightness 1,500 deep-sky objects color-coded by type,
including 675 galaxies oriented as they appear in the sky
This Jumbo Edition has 6 new close-up charts, for a total
of 10, depicting high-interest star fields. Labels even
more legible in dim light
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The 110 star clusters, nebulae and galaxies of Messier's
catalog are among the most popular of all the deep sky
objects and are beautiful targets for amateur observers
of all abilities. This stunning new atlas presents a
complete and lively account of all of the Messier objects.
Details for each object given include a thoroughlyresearched history of its discovery, historical
observations and anecdotes, the latest scientific data
detailing its astrophysical findings, and clear
observational descriptions from naked eye through to
large telescopes. In addition, this atlas has some of the
world's finest color astrophotos, inverted and labelled
photos pointing to hidden details and neighboring
objects, as well as historical sketches alongside new
deep sky drawings. Quite simply, this is the most farreaching and beautiful reference on the Messier objects
there has ever been, and one that no observer should be
without!
Opposite each map is a 'photorealistic' image which
shows how the same portion of the sky appears to the
naked eye. The next group of maps show the most
interesting parts of the sky at a much larger scale, in 40
full-colour constellation charts, accompanied by colour
photographs and drawings and a detailed explanatory
text.
This book, first published in 2000, is the main
bibliographical listing of Greek New Testament
manuscripts.
Each night, we are able to gaze up at the night sky and
look at the thousands of stars that stretch to the end of
our individual horizons. But the stars we see are only
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those that make up our own Milky Way galaxy—but one
of hundreds of billions in the whole of the universe, each
separated by inconceivably huge tracts of empty space.
In this book, astronomer James Geach tells the rich
stories of both the evolution of galaxies and our ability to
observe them, offering a fascinating history of how
we’ve come to realize humanity’s tiny place in the vast
universe. Taking us on a compelling tour of the state-ofthe-art science involved in mapping the infinite, Geach
offers a first-hand account of both the science itself and
how it is done, describing what we currently know as well
as that which we still do not. He goes back one hundred
years to when scientists first proved the existence of
other galaxies, tracking our continued improvement in
the ability to collect and interpret the light that stars in
faraway galaxies have emitted through space and time.
He discusses examples of this rapidly accelerating
research, from the initial discovery that the faint “spiral
nebulae” were actually separate star systems located far
beyond the Milky Way to the latest observations of the
nature of galaxies and how they have evolved. He also
delves into the theoretical framework and simulations
that describe our current “world model” of the universe.
With one hundred superb color illustrations, Galaxy is an
illuminating guide to the choreography of the cosmos
and how we came to know our place within it that will
appeal to any stargazer who has wondered what was
beyond their sight.
Day-by-day photographic guide to observing the features
of the Moon through a small telescope.
A thought provoking study of the powerful impact of
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images in guiding astronomers' understanding of
galaxies through time.
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